
ACROSS
 1 Point to flower, for instance, given originally as  

festive gift (6,3)
 9 Cads decapitated these animals (6)
10 Saintly players, regal actress (6)
11 Could be out from 14 (4)
12 She details Peron with none confused (6)
13 Tory deigns to be upset and delivered (9)
15 Can retreat with chump (3)
16 Buries seasons lacking source (6)
19 In Scotland, affirmative watcher, we’re told (3)
21 Streets when arena is locked inside (7)
22 Committed crime and tamed the beast (5,2)
24 Original pop-up bar? (3)
26 I talk nonsense about Hook? (6)
29 Vehicle club sent back for this? (3)
31 Deserted a group - badly done (9)
32 Damson spread for Wanderers (6)
34 Half a score give thanks for old character (4)
35 Let it change Southern names (6)
36 Bit-part players in old rubbish, nearly (6)
37 Don’t shoot him in officers’ quarters with green 

switch (9)
DOWN
 2 She’s giving the Greatest a boy! (6)
 3 Lunge towards the endless corrosion (6)
 4 Break a promise to Frenchman with pointless  

information (6)
 5 Pictures here with everybody in grey building (7)
 6 Writer organises events with back numbers (9)
 7 A meeting to summon those who are late? (6)
 8 Estimating how ninnies chant? (9)
 9 Individual soon expires internally (3)
14 Crane’s unfinished banker (4)
17 Come in after fish and chips (9)
18 Can studio become a valued protector? (9)
19 It’s poisonous when quiet (3)
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20 Go back with the tide (3)
23 Dash displayed by the Lancashire cricket team (4)
25 Stupid anger dispels German annoyance (7)
27 Meteor spinning out of control? (6)
28 Brings together peacekeeper at foreign site (6)
29 Material for old bandleader (6)
30 20 about to relinquish (6)
33 Palindromic distress signal (3)


